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01 About Cymulate

For companies that want to manage their security
posture against the evolving threat landscape:
Cymulate SaaS-based Extended Security Posture
Management (XSPM) deploys within an hour, enabling
security professionals to continuously challenge, validate
and optimize their cyber-security posture end-to-end
across the MITRE ATT&CK® framework. The platform
provides out-of-the-box, expert, and threat
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intelligence-led risk assessments that are simple
to deploy and use for all maturity levels, and constantly
updated. It also provides an open framework to create
and automate red and purple teaming by generating
penetration scenarios and advanced attack campaigns
tailored to their unique environments and security
policies. Cymulate allows professionals to manage,
know and control their dynamic environment.

02 Our Founders
Eyal Wachsman

Co-Founder & CEO, Cymulate, Ltd.

Eyal Wachsman is the Co-Founder and CEO of Cymulate., an on-demand breach & attack simulation SaaS
platform that helps organizations verify their security controls & posture continuously. He brings 22 years
of experience in the information security field to his role at Cymulate. Previously Eyal was VP of sales and
business development for Avnet (acquired by Rockwell Automation, ROK, NYSE) Cyber & Information
Security, which provides IT security consulting across the globe.

Avihai Ben-Yossef

Co-Founder & CTO, Cymulate, Ltd.

Recognized by Forbes Israel 30 under 30, Avihai Ben-Yossef is the co-founder and CTO of Cymulate, Ltd.
At age 26, Avihai and co-founder Eyal Wachsman established Cymulate in 2016 to transform security
testing for companies of all sizes. Prior to this, Avihai served in an Intelligence Unit of the IDF in a leading
technological role, followed by becoming a senior information security consultant at Avnet Cyber &
Information Security, where he worked on several projects alongside the Israeli Ministry of Defense.

Eyal Gruner

Co-Founder and Entrepreneur

Eyal Gruner is the co-founder and CEO of Cynet and former co-founder and CEO of Versafe, which was
acquired by F5 Networks in 2013. Gruner began his career at age 15, when he hacked into his bank’s ATM,
then approached the bank management to demonstrate the weaknesses of their system.

03 Fast Facts

Awards and Recognitions

• Founded in June 2016
• A team of top cyber security experts with

a strong technology background and enterprise
security domain knowledge

• Mid-market and enterprise customers from NAM,
EMEA, APAC, across industries

Investors

• Over 400 customers in 32 countries
• Global presence:

USA – Texas and New York, UK, Spain,
India, Israel (HQ & R&D)
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